Spectral fissioning in phonemic transformations.
Listeners presented with a repeated sequence of brief (30- to 100-msec) steady-state vowels hear phonemic transformations--they cannot identify the vowels, but they perceive two simultaneous utterances that differ in both phonemic content and timbre (Warren, Bashford & Gardner, 1990). These utterances consist of either English words or syllables that occur in English words. In the present study, we attempted to determine whether the two percepts represent alternative interpretations of the same formant structures, or whether different portions of the vowels are used for each verbal organization. It was found that separate spectral regions are employed for each verbal form: Components below 1500 Hz were generally used for one form, and components above 1500 Hz for the other. Hypotheses are offered concerning the processes responsible for the verbal organization of the vowel sequences and for the splitting into two spectrally limited forms. It appears that the tendency to organize spectral regions separately competes with, and can overcome, the tendency to integrate the different spectral components of speech into a single auditory image. A contralateral induction paradigm was used in a procedure designed to quantitatively evaluate these opposing forces of spectral fission and fusion.